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Disclaimer
This paper and the written content on the official project website make no legal claims whatsoever. This document 
is intended for educational purposes only, to further awareness surrounding the evolving Kumamoon project. 
Kumamoon and its associated ecosystem including the KMOON token, the project’s brand, smart contract, 
website, and IP does not constitute a payment service or a security, and contains no inherent financial advise or 
promise of financial return. As a decentralized project, there are no shareholders or board members affiliated with 
Kumamoon.



The KMOON token is a utility token that exists to fund crucial operational tasks like community rewards programs, 
partnerships, and marketing efforts. Like any digital asset, KMOON is subject to high volatility and the threat of 
attack by bad actors. Kumamoon is not responsible for any losses incurred when investing or becoming involved in 
the Kumamoon project. Buying, storing, or transacting with KMOON tokens and using the project’s website is done 
at your own risk.
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Abstract
Kumamoon was launched in 2024 with one goal

– to take over the meme industry. With the adorable, 
world-famous “Kumamon” (here called Kumamoon)  
mascot on side, the Kumamoon project aims to elevate 
the standard of meme coin projects beyond

the price-driven feeding frenzy seen in recent years 
and take it back to its roots. Memes.

Who could look at the 
Kumamoon mascot and not 
feel a sense of joy?
This project is an Ethereum-based ERC20 meme coin aimed at bringing 
people together to create and share art and to emulate the values

that our mascot represents. Happiness, enthusiasm, excitement,

and community.



We have had interest from such a talented group of people that the team 
is now in a position to launch this project in a way that we think will 
make a big splash in the meme coin industry.
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We think Kumamoon is going to be big

We’re going on a journey We’d love you to come along



Tell Us A Story
The beautiful, bear-like beast featured in our project 
logo is one you’ve probably seen before. In 2010,

the government of Japan’s Kumamoto Prefecture 
released an official mascot. Kumamon. Kumamon,

they said, was there to make people smile and bring 
awareness and tourism to their area. And the world 
loved Kumamon, very much. In fact, Kumamon was

so popular that Kumamoto Prefecture didn’t even want 
to keep him for themselves.



Kumamon, they said, was free to travel the world and 
associate with any project that wanted to use his 
beautiful image for their own work, and that’s exactly 
what we’ve done here.



In homage to the happiness Kumamon brings and

the unity he has created in projects around the world, 
we’ve decided to bring Kumamon on board to the 
Kumamoon project.
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Ecosystem Overview
Let’s dive in to what exactly we’re building with Kumamoon.
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$KMOON Token

First and foremost we have, of course, the KMOON token that underpins and fuels 

the entire ecosystem. The token is how we aim to grow and reward our 

community, develop partnerships with influencers and media publishers, and we 

have big plans for down the road on how we’re going


to introduce further utility as time goes on.

Merch

We’re planning a wonderful line of merchandise featuring


our Kumamoon mascot. We love him by the way, I don’t know if we 

mentioned that already. I mean, come on. Look at him.

Swap Function

You can get some KMOON of your own instantly on the site by trading it for 

Ethereum. Part of our roadmap goals include securing centralized listings as 

well, and we have multiple team members highly experienced in making that 

happen. There is no buy or sell tax for buying


or selling Kumamoon.
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Media Madness

Like any successful meme coin, we’re 

going all in on media relations. We’re 

forming partnerships with influencers 

and major media brands to make sure 

everyone in crypto will come to know 

and respect  the Kumamoon brand.

NFT Collection

We’re launching an NFT collection,


but with a twist. Early adopters of KMOON 

token will receive a free limited edition 

NFT airdrop, and, in the future, we’re 

planning on issuing rewards available only 

to NFT holders. This applies to the first 

500 buyers with a net investment


of $1,000 worth of KMOON. Not everybody 

is going to be able to receive one of these 

unique Kumamoon NFTs, but that will 

make ownership all the sweeter for 

whoever the lucky holders end up being.

Ivendpay Adoption: 
Spend it Like Cash

One exciting aspect of the future utility 

of KMOON is that we’re working with 

Ivendpay to allow KMOON to be used 

as cash. Ivendpay is a cash point 

service active internationally in 400 

different business locations. Once 

KMOON is added to the supported 

token list, you’ll be able to tap your 

phone to pay in KMOON for a meal


or a weekend away.

KMOON Game

We’re developing a game integrating our mascot


and KMOON token in a way that we think will be very 

rewarding for participants in our ecosystem.


We have big plans for the game – watch this space!



Values and Mission
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Joy

The first time many people saw 
the Kumamon mascot, he was 
dancing. Little since then has 
changed. The entire point of a 
meme coin project, in our view, is 
to create an online space that 
people genuinely love to 
participate in, and that’s first and 
foremost on our mind as members 
of the team helping to steer the 
direction of Kumaoon.

Democratizing 
Meme Coins
Transparency is key to the 
success of our project. We’re 
going to publish our token 
address, our upcoming project 
audit, and regular project updates 
as well as maintaining a constant 
flow of communication with the 
community to make sure 
everybody is getting what they 
want our of the project. We’re 
democratizing meme coins, and 
we want you to be a part of this 
journey with us.

Community Comes 
First
This project has an open door 
policy and will rely heavily on 
community feedback. The team is 
really just here to curate the 
desires of the overall community 
and make sure our collective 
dreams become a reality. You 
speak, we listen.

An Eye to the 
Future
We’re here for the long-term. Too 
many meme coins are flash-in-
the-pan projects with no ambition 
or organized structure. We’ve 
been sitting on this project while 
we build the right team with the 
right experience to get the job 
done. We know how to build a 
community, we know how to 
leverage media contacts, we 
know how to build a brand, and 
we know how to have fun. That’s 
why we, and that means you as 
well, are going to make it big.
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Tokenomics
$KMOON is an ERC20 token deployed on the Ethereum 
blockchain in X 2024.

KMOON is what powers the Kumamoon project. If a meme coin project can’t afford to reward the community and fund contests and events before it even 
gets started, then the community falls apart. KMOON will also be used in NFT rewards and as a way to develop and maintain a presence on social media.



You can personally monitor the supply wallet with the ENS name kmoon.eth.



KMOON is for sale on our website and Uniswap.

10B
Total Supply

90%
DEX Liquidity Pool

7%
CEX Liquidity Pool

3%
Airdrop
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Roadmap

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Launch

DEX Listing

2000 holders

KMOON Discord

CEX listings

500 NFT drop

Newsletter

Pay KMOON

Merch

Community rewards

Partnerships

20,000 holders

KMOON game

Top tier CEX

100,000 holders

To the KMOON



Follow us on social media

For all press inquiries,

contact us at hello@kumamoon.wtf

mailto:hello@kumamoon.wtf
https://x.com/kumamoonvip
https://t.me/kumamoon
https://kumamoon.wtf
https://coinmarketcap.com/community/profile/kumamoon/

